For January 18, 2015

A Self Realized Soul in Conversation with the Fortune Makers
First Awareness
The moment I open my eyes, I realize: I am a soul. I descended from the
Sweet Home of Light in order to give radiant light to the world.
Who am I?
I am a self-realized soul. I possess the power of self-transformation. I have a
right to everything that belongs to Baba. I clearly see that both Brahma Baba
and Shiv Baba are my fortune makers.
To Whom do I Belong?
Soul converses with Baba:
Good morning sweet Baba. I realize the mistakes I’m making. Instead of
thinking of the self, I think of others. Instead of transforming myself, I want
others to change. Instead of thinking, “I work for Baba, so let Baba be
glorified,” I think, “I did this for Baba, so I should be glorified.” When I make
these mistakes, I receive only a handful instead of multimillions.
Baba converses with the Soul:
Sweet child, wake up! Sit down with Me. At amrit vela, when you come to meet
the fortune makers, you receive blessings and fortune. However, there are
some who simply receive fortune (bhagyashali), some who receive a
hundredfold fortune (soubhagyashali), and some who receive fortune of
hundred thousand fold. There are two keys. When you turn them in the right
direction, the lock on your fortune opens. The first key is: Mine is One Baba
and none other. The second key is: Brahma Baba creates my fortune. Use
these two keys to unlock and receive overflowing treasure chests of fortune -an ever-healthy body, a free mind, limitless wealth, the kingdom of the world,
and the full cooperation of nature.

Receiving Inspirations
I take a moment to quiet my chattering mind by focusing on Baba, the Ocean
of Silence. In this silence, I receive from Baba pure, inspiring thoughts for
service.
Receiving a Blessing from Baba
I manifest my angelic form before sweet Baba in the subtle regions.
much love and powerful drishti, He gives me this blessing:

With

When something is being cooked and is almost ready, it begins to leave the
sides of the pan. You are now releasing all attachments and binding to the
heart of the Beautiful One. Because of this, you are leaving all sides and
becoming a perfect angel.
Unlimited Subtle Service (last 15 minutes)
I bestow on the world the blessing described above. I take this blessing from
Baba and gift it to the whole world through my pure thoughts.
With my
angelic costume, I circle the earth globe and give this blessing to all souls.
Before Going to Bed
I steady myself in the stage beyond sound. I mentally check: was I disobedient
in anyway during the day? If so, I admit it to Baba. Did I succumb, mentally or
physically, to any attractions, attachments, or selfish preferences? I chart my
actions, and remove the impact of faulty actions with 30 minutes of yoga. I go
to sleep with a clean and clear heart.

